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DEAR DESIGNERS,

Welcome to AD PRO’s first-ever
Trend Report! With exclusive
product debuts, introductions to the
latest-and-greatest in technology,
and profiles of the industry’s heroes,

Above: P.E. Guerin’s Oval
Urchin Thumbturn and
Dragonfly on Lily Pad
Cabinet Knob. Top right:
Kitchen by Steven Gambrel

celebrated and unsung alike, you won’t find
any head-scratching, eye-blurring manifestos on long- overplayed “trends” so typical to
the genre—we promise!
It’s fitting we kick off our inaugural quarterly trend report in the kitchen, the room
that’s been termed, rightfully, the heart of
the home. It’s where we gather, where we
entertain, where we exchange ideas; with
AD PRO, which we launched April 2, we’re
aiming to provide something similar: a
community of pros gathering together, committed to bettering their craft.
Our future reports will provide deep and
fascinating dives into our industry’s different categories and corners, including art and

antiques, lighting, furniture and case goods,
and more.
So go on, enjoy the tale of one of P.E.
Guerin’s masterful, behind-the-scenes makers, or Steven Gambrel’s musings on the
moody kitchen. Or simply use the report as
the detail-packed sourcing utility that it is.
We’ve got plenty of product—and personality—to explore within.
Until next quarter,

—Katy Olson Editor, AD PRO
K AT Y_ O L S O N @ C O N D E N A S T.C O M
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THE

HOUSE
PA R T Y

Trick out a home bar with these
innovative appliances designed
for entertaining. Dacor’s newly
introduced Heritage WineStation
dispenses four bottles of wine on
tap. Pour a full or half glass with the
press of a button—and preserve the
freshness of each vintage for up to
60 days. To store libations, turn to
True’s Beverage Center, available
as a 30-inch freezer, wine column,
or both. Clad in sleek stainless steel
and illuminated by interior LED
lighting, a glass-front panel puts

beverages in the spotlight. To simplify post-party clean up, let clients
know they can load up to 26 empty
wine glasses into Thermador’s Glass
Care Center dishwasher—the largest on the market. Who needs to go
out, anyway? —CARLY OLSON

FROM LEFT: OBERTO GILI; COURTESY OF DACOR
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The newest push-to-open appliances integrate seamlessly with handle-free cabinetry.
Miele’s new Door Assist technology opens
its freezers, refrigerators, and wine storage
units with a gentle push to the front panel,
while Thermador’s 36-inch-wide refrigerators and freezers now offer an Open Door
Assist option, allowing you to press or pull to
open the door. Simplifying our least favorite
chore, Gaggeneau’s 400-series dishwashers
reveal a handy flexible rack system for
your dishes—with a single push. —CARLY OLSON
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Want a uniform look in the
kitchen? Designers can get
match-happy with the new
DacorMatch color system—a
swatch-matching capacity
to custom-color Dacor appliances. Currently available for
ranges and wall ovens from the
brand’s Heritage collection, the
innovative system can match
cabinetry in an infinite number
of shades, giving a renovation
or new build a signature look.
And the hue you choose is here
to stay: DacorMatch-ed products are hand-painted with a
high-performance acrylic urethane to ensure lasting color
that won’t fade. —ELIZABETH FAZZARE

COURTESY OF DACOR

THE DISCOVERY
IQ WALL OVEN,
THE FIRST SMART
OVEN WITH AN INTEGRATED WIRELESS TABLET, IS
RELEASED

SAMSUNG
ACQUIRES
DACOR

2016

DACOR LAUNCHES THE FIRST
OUTDOOR GRILL
WITH HALOGEN
LIGHTS

2013

THE DACOR GREAT,
A 14-INCH GRATE
THAT EXPANDS THE
COOKING SURFACE
BY 40 PERCENT,
LAUNCHES

2001

A FULL-SIZE,
SELF-CLEANING, DROP-IN
MODULAR
RANGE HITS
THE MARKET

1995

DACOR
PATENTS A
BARBECUE
FOR INDOOR
USE

1977

1957

DACOR THROUGH THE YEARS
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RISE AND SHINE
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FA SHION DE SIG NER ERICA TANOV HA S
has been expanding her creative reach over
the past few years, from her signature ethereal silk slip dresses and structured coats to
an increasing presence in the home space.
Having launched wallpaper, furniture, and
bedding lines, Tanov now collaborates with
Clé for the Shimmer Collection, which features wall-mounted brass sequins available
in two sizes. The sequins echo the glistening water below Tanov’s morning commute
over the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. “The
Shimmer Collection beautifully captures my
appreciation of the relationship between sunlight and water,” says the designer, “how light
dances upon the surface of the bay creating a
magical, sparkling moment.” The sequin tiles
are made of American brass and fabricated in
Northern California. —KATY OLSON

FROM TOP: PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHARON RADISCH; STYLING BY COLIN KING; PRODUCED
BY BENJAMIN REYNAERT AND GABRIELLE PILOTTI LANGDON; INTERIOR: MICHAEL WEBER

The brass sequin wall in
Erica Tanov’s Marin,
California store was
designed by architect
Douglas Burnham of
architectural practice,
Envelope A+D.

THE

SET IN (SINTERED) STONE
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COUNTERTOP SPECIFICATION IS AN
arduous task and client confusion over one of
the top trending materials—sintered stone—
doesn’t help. Educate yourself (and your
clients) on the options, with our veritable
cheat sheet.
Sintered stone, the composite material that
replicates marble and other stones, began
gaining steam over the past few years as
improved technology allowed for more realistic results. How does it work? Manufacturers
expose a proprietary mix of raw materials,
such as clays, feldspar, silica, natural mineral
oxide, minerals and components of porcelain, to pressure and heat cycles that mimic
the earth’s metamorphic process of compressing stone. The result? An ultracompact,
zero-porosity slab with excellent resistance
to staining, scratching, heat, chemicals, and
ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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other countertop stressors.
Two leading brands—Neolith and Cosentino’s Dekton—are on opposing sides of
what’s currently trending in the sintered
space: Neolith’s forecasters believe that
thin is so 2017, and now, chunky is in; the
company has expanded its range of 20-millimeter-thick slabs. Meanwhile, Dekton is
banking on slim, with new four-millimeter
surfaces that are lightweight enough to extend
beyond the countertop to clad cabinetry and
backsplashes.
Solid-surfacing giants are weighing in as
well; Corian just previewed a sintered product it’s been developing (details are under
wraps, but we can confirm it’s made entirely
of minerals), while laminate and quartz manufacturer Wilsonart is another contender to
take note of. Wilsonart’s Thinscape Performance Top is a new category of engineered
hard surface that performs similarly to and
feels like sintered stone (but is actually composed of paper and resins). —SHEILA KIM
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Mar del Plata by
Neolith

2

Arga from the Stonika
Xgloss Collection by
Dekton by Cosentino

3

Weathered
Aggregate by Corian

4

Carbon Aggregate by
Corian

5

Eternal Collection,
Noir 6 by Silestone by
Cosentino

6

Stonika Collection,
Bergen by Dekton by
Cosentino

THE

G R E E N I S T H E N E W...YO U G ET I T
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IN THE KITCHEN, WHITE CABINETRY STILL
leads the way, and likely always will. But the
influx of rich navy and moody black that
began creeping in over the past few years
has paved the way for the hue du jour: a deep
emerald-green.
Consider the evidence: Medallion Cabinetry has expanded its Finish Folio of trending
paint colors to include five new green shades:
Marine, Bay Leaf, Aloe, Eucalyptus, and
Cypress. Meanwhile, Artistic Tile’s Tuxedo
Park Jazz Glass mosaics recently debuted
in three monochromatic blends, including
Gillespie Green. Ann Sacks offers up a striking emerald-green tile with crackle glaze,
part of its new Crackle Collection produced
by Kohler WasteLAB—the parent company’s
sustainability division developed these tiles
out of recycled factory waste. Surfacing behemoths DuPont Corian and Cosentino both
offer green-tinted products for countertops
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Medallion Cabinetry

5

Design by Black
Lacquer Design. Photographed by Mary
Costa

6

Emerald Refrigerator
by True Residential

2

Field Tile in Emerald Green from Ann
Sacks’s Crackle
Collection

5

Tuxedo Park Jazz
Glass mosaic in Gillespie Green by Artistic
Tile
Jade Onyx by DuPont
Corian

3
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and walls, and Cosentino’s Dekton Chromica collection—which will include green,
dark blue, and charcoal when it launches this
year—is super-saturated to the point that it
resembles back-painted glass.
Italian appliance brand SMEG, known for
its vibrantly hued wares (like the eye-catching Dolce & Gabbana collection) debuted
a new, larger model of its Portofino range,
offered in eight colors, including, notably,
an olive-green. Perhaps the best proof that
all that deep green is here to stay? True Residential—a brand known just as much for its
high-end refrigeration units as for its on-trend
and timeless colors—was the green-appliance
showstopper at this year’s Kitchen & Bath
Industry Show, where it debuted a stunning
emerald finish, available on all product lines.
—SHEILA KIM
ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT
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CONCEALING APPLIANCES ISN’T NEW.
But this year we’re seeing more innovation
and streamlined designs. Take range hood
extraordinaire Best’s practically invisible
exhaust units; instead of disrupting a continuous run of cabinetry, the Riporre series fits
inside frameless cabinets that are typically
custom built, only hinting of its presence
through a sliver of glass with infrared touch
controls. Best also recently expanded its
Cirrus series with Cirrus Grande, a 63-inch
version that tucks into nine-foot (or higher)
ceilings.
1

2

High-end New Zealand brand Fisher &
Paykel recently appeared stateside to share
its Contemporary line of minimalist panel-ready appliances, including integrated
cooling drawers and column refrigerators
and freezers, while Bosch Home Appliances
introduced its freestanding French-Door Bottom Mount refrigerators, with true counter
depth and a nifty water dispenser located
inside the fridge door.
Your clients probably clear the counter
of cooking-prep items before guests arrive,
but Franke’s innovative new Culinary Center double-sink does the hard work: Modular
components including a dish rack, three cutting boards, a slim knife holder, and a
colander neatly slot into the secondary basin
when not in use. We think Marie Kondo would
approve. —SHEILA KIM
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1

Riporre Range Hood
by Best

2

French-Door Bottom
Mount Refrigerator by
Bosch Home
Appliances

3

Integrated Column
Refrigerator by Fisher
& Paykel

4

Culinary Center by
Franke

4

ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF
RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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MIXED METALS
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B R O N Z E M E E T S C H R O M E M E E T S S TA I N L E S S
steel: Don’t fear the mix-and-match. The latest look for hardware disregards prior faux pas
and combines materials that, in the past, would
never have crossed paths. Specify diverse metals on your own, or rely on brands like Nest to
do the matching for you. —KATY OLSON

1

Emtek’s Freestone
Handle in Flat Black
with Stretto 1.5x5
Rosette in Satin Brass

3

Emtek Round Knob in
Unlacquered Brass on
Square Rosette in Flat
Black

2

Nest Organic-01 Handle in Blackened and
Polished Brass

4

Emtek Octagon Knob in
Satin Brass with Modern
Rectangular Rosette in
Polished Nickel

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHARON RADISCH; STYLING BY COLIN KING
PRODUCED BY BENJAMIN REYNAERT AND GABRIELLE PILOTTI LANGDON
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Armac Martin’s Mix
Satin Brass Knob
on Matte Black
Backplate

6

Nest’s Step-01
Handle in Antique
Brass

7

8

Schaub & Co.’s Foncé
T-bar Cabinet Hardware in Polished
Chrome and Flat
Black
Emtek Egg Knob in
Unlacquered Brass
on Square Rosette in
Satin Nickel

THE

THE CITY KITCHEN, REIMAGINED

Frigidaire also launched compact units
that don’t skimp on bells and whistles, like
a 24-inch over-the-range microwave-ventilation combo that boasts common
cooking presets but features a striking
edge-to-edge black-glass front.
Then there’s THOR Kitchen, which
is also get ting in on the game with
small-appliance brand Lycan, set to
launch an 18-inch dishwasher and a
24-inch range as soon as Q4 2019. It’s a
small world after all.—SHEILA KIM
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G O N E A R E T H E D AY S O F C L I E N T S W I T H
less-than-spacious apartment kitchens
having to settle for small appliances that
are also often lackluster. Lately, more
manufacturers are catering to city dwellers, developing appliances scaled-down
in size but amped up in style.
Bosch Home Appliances continues
to expand its small-spaces kitchen suite,
which is as sleek and cutting-edge as its
other, full-sized lines. The collection
includes a frameless 24-inch 500 Series
induction cooktop and an innovative pullout visor hood, which slides back in when
the cooktop isn’t in use to keep headspace
clear in an already-tight kitchen. The
suite’s other 24-inch 500 Series offerings
are a wall oven, built-in coffee machine,
refrigerator (built-in or not), and panel-ready dishwasher.

L AT E ST
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24-inch Induction
Cooktop by
Bosch Home
Appliances
18-inch Dishwasher
by Frigidaire

INTERIOR:STEPHEN KENT JOHNSON; ALL OTHERS
COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

Kitchen of MARIE-HELENE DE
TAILLAC (@mariehelenedetaillac)
at Jaipur’s Narain Niwas Palace hotel.
Design by MA RIE-ANNE OUDEJANS
(@m.a.jaipur). Styled by
CARLOS MOTA (@casamota)

PHOTO BY FRANÇOIS HALARD
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MILLIONS OF DESIGN OBSESSIVES CAN’T
be wrong. @ArchDigest’s Instagram followers know what they like—and our kitchen
posts have been particularly heart-worthy.
From Franz Potisek’s boldly executed blue
in Paris for client Pierre Sauvage to designer
Monique Gibson’s boundary-breaking yet
elegant live-work space in Manhattan, these
are the most-liked kitchens from our feed.
Draw your inspiration here. —KATY OLSON

C U LT K I T C H E N S

These six
kitchens
received
the most
likes on AD’s
Instagram

12

Designer MONIQUE
GIBSON’s Manhattan
live-work kitchen.
Design by Gibson
(@immoniquegibson).
Styled by Anita Sarsidi

C U LT K I T C H E N S

The London kitchen of JÉRÔME
FAILLANT-DUMAS (@faillantdumas) and
ANDA ROWLAND (@andersonandsheppard). Design by Faillant-Dumas. Styled by
CAROLINA IRVING (@carolinairving)

Kitchen in the Paris apartment of
PIERRE SAUVAGE (@casa__lopez).
Design by FRANZ POTISEK
(@f.potisek)

Kitchen designed by French fashion
designer ALEXIS MABILLE
(@alexismabille) for his Paris
apartment

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
WILLIAM ABRANOWICZ; MATTHIEU
SALVAING; SIMON UPTON; GIEVES
ANDERSON; FRANCIS AMIAND

ATHENA CALDERONE‘s
Brooklyn townhouse
kitchen. Design by
Calderone
(@eyeswoon). Architecture
by ELIZABETH ROBERTS ARCHITECTURE
(@ elizabeth_roberts_
architecture)

Avera® Closet
in Stone finish

By the Numbers

Is the kitchen category on the rise? Ding, ding, ding! Survey says:
yes, it certainly is. The National Kitchen and Bath Association’s
2018–19 Kitchen and Bath Market Outlook Report divulges some
share-worthy stats on the growth in the market.

21.14

$

billion
IN 2019.

Kitchen appliance spending is
forecast to rise, reaching
$22.1 billion this year. Appliances account for 24 percent
of the dollars spent on
products in new kitchens.

Countertop spending is expected
to jump by 3.6 percent this year,
reaching $3.42 billion in 2019.
The residential
kitchen and
bath market in
the U.S. is on
track to grow
4.1 percent,
to $177 billion
this year.

Homeowners spend the most
dollars on appliances and
cabinets: In 2017, each category
saw $19 billion in sales.

THE
RESIDENTIAL
KITCHENSINK
MARKET IS
FORECAST
TO REACH

$5.36

BILLION

IN 2019. IN
PROJECTS,
KITCHEN
SINKS
ACCOUNT
FOR

8
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KITCHEN CABINETRY
SPENDING IS EXPECTED TO INCREASE TO

%

OF THE
TOTAL NEW
KITCHEN
SPEND.

Perfectly designed to fit
the only space that matters –
yours.
No two closets are alike. That’s why we offer
custom closets for every size, style, and budget.
Call us or visit any of The Container Store
locations for a FREE custom closet design
and see the possibilities.
855-827-5623

|
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PHOTO BY RICHARD POWERS

FRESCO

C A L L I T A R E B I R T H O F T H E G R E AT O U Tdoors. One in five designers completed an
outdoor kitchen in 2017, according to a report
by the National Kitchen and Bath Association (NKBA). And, of the designers surveyed,
42 percent reported the demand for outdoor
kitchens was greater than in the previous year.
“Functional and beautiful outdoor living
has become a priority for our clients today,”
Atlanta-based AD100 interior designer
Suzanne Kasler explains. “It used to be that
the outdoor kitchen area was included in the
landscape budget and not associated with the
look and flow of the interiors. But outdoor
living has become an increasingly important part of our clients’ lives; designing these
spaces has become included in the scope of
our design work.”
For interior decorator and architectural
designer Russell Piccione, the decision to
design an outdoor kitchen is largely a regional
consideration. “In the areas of the country
where we’ve been asked to include outdoor
kitchens—the Hudson Valley, Connecticut,

AL

BY DAVID NASH

DESIGNING

The popularity of outdoor
kitchens on the rise. Here’s what
you need to know.

In preparation for
warmer weather,
AD100 designer Ken
Fulk shares his top
tips for the perfect
outdoor kitchen.

FRESCO

Always include a sink
when possible. If you are
really intending on cooking outdoors, water is an
essential element.
Don’t confine yourself to
simply stainless steel. I
like to use more playful
materials outside. Try a
great colored encaustic
tile as a backsplash.
Ice, ice baby! I like every
outdoor kitchen to also
be able to function as a
bar. An ice machine is a
great addition.
The new module pizza
ovens make it easy to
add a European flair to
almost any spot. They
not only make incredible
pizzas, but also add a lot
of ambience.
Proper work lighting is
essential, so that the
chef doesn’t end up
using a mobile phone to
illuminate the grill.
The outdoor kitchen of a Ken Fulk–
designed home in Palm Springs.
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door Gourmet, all of which are working
toward creating a more forward-thinking
approach. Kalamazoo won a Best of Outdoor

KEN FULK’S
5 RULES FOR
OUTDOOR
KITCHENS

AL

locks. “In general, though,” says H-Millard,
“we definitely see people starting to take outdoor design risks in the north—they’re just
more cautious.”
“We do see a slight uptick in areas that have
the opportunity for good year-round weather:
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and
Florida,” says Basil Larkin, vice president of
sales for Hestan Commercial Corporation,
of his firm’s designer outdoor kitchen offering. 85 percent of Hestan’s outdoor business is
related to built-ins and, in particular, kitchens
that come in a variety of colors.
“Our clients want more interesting combinations outside. And they’re looking to us to
design an outdoor kitchen and living space,”
says Kasler. “It is important to have easy
access from the interior, and not be so overdone, so that it is really a space that relates to
and flows effortlessly from the interiors.”
Dynamic manufacturers, like Hestan, that
are at the forefront of outdoor living design
include Lynx, Danver, and Kalamazoo Out-

DESIGNING

the Hamptons, and New York City—building
fully outdoor, fully outfitted kitchens can
often seem to have limited appeal,” he says.
“To better justify the expense, and the space
requirements, some flexibility seems the
most sensible approach.”
“Surely outdoor kitchens lend themselves
more toward southern or warmer climates,”
says NKBA Industry Relations Manager Elle
H-Millard. “[But] when designing an outdoor
kitchen for cold climates, water is the biggest
factor to account for. It is like having a swimming pool in a cold climate. You must make
sure that all water lines are shut off and blown
out and that all drains are set to winter mode,”
she explains. Appliances are cause for concern too, especially outdoor fridges, which
are built to withstand these elements and vary
greatly from indoor models. When choosing outdoor appliances, consider: UL ratings
(these note whether an appliance is usable
indoors, outdoors, and in damp, wet, or dry
locations) and Energy Star stamps, insulated
stainless doors and drawers, a compression
cooling system, enclosed electrical connections, corrosion-resistant materials, and door

Living award at the recent Kitchen & Bath
Industry Show for its Arcadia Series Outdoor
Kitchen Cabinet, a new cabinetry line that has
upwards of 200 color options.
The cost of building an outdoor kitchen
varies, but it typically averages between
$10,000 and $39,000, according to the NKBA
report. The report also indicates that 45 percent of the outdoor kitchens installed are for
the personal enjoyment and relaxation of
the homeowner, while 37 percent are purely
designed for entertaining guests.
While the increased interest in outdoor
living is trending, there is also a practical
element of overall value to consider. Does
the addition of an outdoor kitchen increase
property value, or is the value solely in
the homeowner’s enjoyment of the space?
According to H-Millard, “It’s like a pool:
It’s only worth what the person installing it
thinks it’s worth,” she says. “In the event [a
prospective buyer] isn’t looking to expand
their interior space, it could be considered a
negative. But, for the majority of people, an
outdoor kitchen has market appeal.”

FROM TOP: BIRGITTA WOLFGANG DREJER/SISTERS
AGENCY; COURTESY OF KEN FULK

PHOTO BY ERIC PIASECKI

Recently he completed a house in Philadelphia equipped with a kitchen that he
describes as “big and muscular.” Veined
marble lines the walls, the ceiling is diamond-coat unpainted plaster, coal-color
granite paves the floor and counters, and
the cabinets are pickled oak—the sort of
deluxe finish you’d more likely find in a
library. As for the metal elements, it’s all
gunmetal and bronze, the biggest feature
being a hood made of pewter and wrought
iron, installed above a stately black range
trimmed with silvery accents.
The trend toward dark tones in kitchens isn’t being lost on the appliances
i ndust r y, eit her. Gaggenau recently
u nveiled ref r igerators wit h br ushed
stainless-steel interiors, coal-dark anodized aluminum shelving, and discreet
lighting that conjures up a museum-like
air. The dark interior also throws food
into high relief, with strawberries looking even more brilliantly red and leafy
vegetables dazzlingly green. As a Gaggenau representative told me, European
designers had been telling the firm that
opening a chic refrigerator to reveal a
blast of pure white was disruptive to carefully calibrated decorative schemes, so
the company came up with an elegant
solution. “The kitchen has evolved into
another public space now,” Gambrel says.
“Once a place behind closed doors, it’s now
part of the program.”
A Long Island, New
York kitchen by
Steven Gambrel
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GOODBYE, BRIGHT
kitchens; hello, dark
and handsome. AD100
interior designer
S t e ve n G a m b r e l i s
probably A mer ic a’s
most passionate advocate for what AD likes
to call “the moody kitchen,” where shadowy tones, antiqued hardware, and rich
stone accents come together in a sultry
atmosphere that feels less a place for food
prep and washing up than it does a cocktail lounge.
“A lot of times, the finest materials in a
project’s public rooms are not necessarily brought into the kitchen,” Gambrel
observes. “In traditional houses, like Hillwood in Washington, D.C., which was
owned by cereal heiress Marjorie Merriweather Post, you’ve got this rich, rich, rich
dining room with oak paneling and French
antiques, but right alongside it is a big,
white, modern kitchen. The line between
public spaces and service spaces was significant back then. I like to meld the two.”
In Gambrel’s work, the kitchen is
devised as an extension of the main decor,
reflecting not only the prevailing spirit
but its components. “My projects became
more detailed. I’ve brought more of a
custom attitude into the kitchen, so it’s
a place where you’d want to hang out and
have a drink.”

BY MITCHELL OWENS

REFLECTION

The Case for the Moody, Layered Kitchen

Everything you need to know
about incorporating LED fixtures
into the kitchen

“W

BY LINDSEY MATHER

COURTESY OF RPCD INC; COURTESY OF JY DESIGN INTERIORS
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THINK OUTSIDE THE BULB

“The best thing about LEDs is that you are not beholden to a
‘bulb,’” says Miller. “Oftentimes, the fixture is the light. Choose
the one that fits best.” The options are plentiful. “Now, with
developments in LED, there is so much more flexibility, such as
a thin line or a flat plane or hidden within a small space,”
Wilkinson says, “so it becomes more interesting to think about
new approaches.”

THING

CHOOSE DIMMABLE BULBS

“Recently, ‘dim to warm’ technology has arrived for LED bulbs,”
Wilkinson points out. “This is great, as they replicate the dimming curve of filament lamps, allowing them to emit warmer
light as they are dimmed, which is perfect for restaurants and
bars.” Check out Philips’ selection.

LIGHT

AVOID PUCK LIGHTS UNDER CABINETS

“Linear tape lights are a more popular choice,” says Paul
Verbecky, general manager of Hammerton Lighting, “as they
create an even layer of light, as opposed to spots of light
under the cabinets.”

THE

From top: Gem ‘Belvedere’ Linear Suspension,
interior design by JY Design Interiors; Urban Loft
‘Trestle’ Linear Suspension, interior design by RPCD
Inc. All lighting by Hammerton Studio.

COORDINATE COLOR TEMPERATURE

Your LEDs’ Kelvin temperature should be the same across the
board, says Sam Fishkin, senior trade account manager at
lighting retailer YLighting. “You want the space to give off an
even look.” She suggests a 3000K to 3500K fixture to
mimic daylight.

DO

IDESPREAD USE OF
LED lighti ng has
t he g reatest potential impact on energy
savings in the United
States,” says the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Office of Energy
Efficiency & Renewable Energy. But the
bulbs have also gotten a bad rap for their
chilly, sterile vibe. The reality is, swapping
out incandescents for LEDs can make good
design sense.
“Good LED lights will have a high color
rendering index (CR I)—90 and above is
ideal. It’s such a key element to good interior design, as a high CRI will help colors
pop and finishes have real depth,” says
Samuel Wilkinson, the industrial designer
behind the Plumen 001 bulb and, most
recently, co-creator of a line of LED fixtures
in graphic shapes for new lighting brand
BEEM. “LEDs allow for a greater variety of
shapes and intensities of lights,” adds Jason
Miller, CEO and creative director of Brooklyn-based lighting-design studio Roll & Hill,
“so lights can be more tailored to specific
areas and uses.”
Of course, change, even the good kind, is
never easy. To smooth the transition, follow
these tips from lighting experts:

Right: Tractor stool in carved solid
walnut. Below: Will Ferrell’s
Manhattan kitchen

block of walnut—an elegant contrast to the
Bally store’s oak-clad walls.
“The most important thing was that it had
to be really comfortable,” recalls Bassam.
“Most stools on the market at that time were
very industrial—these flat, simple shapes.”
When they carved a perch to match their
model, they were surprised by how severe the
form looked when rendered in wood. “It was
kind of shocking,” says Bassam. “We had to
adjust it pretty radically.”
By smoothing the curves and decreasing
the depth, they steadily whittled the indus-

trial classic into a comfor table wooden
seat that worked for people of every size.
For a touch of luxury they added a leather-wrapped footrest. And to prevent spotting
they rubbed it down with a penetrating polyurethane sealer that gave the grain a raw,
oiled look that’s stain-resistant and doesn’t
have to be constantly reapplied. The results
were so agreeable that, three years later,
when the duo was renovating their home in
New Canaan, Connecticut, they devised a set
for their own kitchen counter.
The rest is history—the Tractor stool has
been a sturdy staple in stylish kitchens ever
since, available at DWR from $1,235 in three
sizes (dining, counter, and bar) and wood
types (ash, ebonized ash, and walnut). In
case you were wondering, they’re always
made of solid wood, which patinas gracefully as it ages rather than collecting scuffs
and scratches.
“It’s clean, architectural, and super comfor table,” says interior designer Shawn
Henderson, who bought four in walnut for
Will Ferrell’s Manhattan kitchen.
Paris-based India Mahdavi echoes the
praise: “Classic, easy, beautiful.” She used a
set of three in ash for a sun-bathed kitchen
counter in rural Connecticut but boasts of
their usefulness in commercial projects, too.
For commercial or hospitality projects,
BassamFellows offer a range of custom
wood varieties (even teak for outdoor), and
customers can opt for a solid wenge footrest
which, because it is a dark wood throughout, is less susceptible to scuff marks in
high-traffic areas.
As Fellows puts it, “Archetypes are archetypes for a reason. They last.”

INTERIOR: WILLIAM WALDRON; STOOL: ELDON ZIMMERMAN
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BY HANNAH MARTIN

AFTER ARCHITECT CRAIG BASSAM AND
creative director Scott Fellows of lifestyle
brand BassamFellows were asked, in 2000,
to come up with a new store concept for
Swiss accessories brand Bally, they found
something conspicuously missing from the
market: a comfortable, portable stool for
trying on shoes.
“We started to look at archetypes like the
milk stool,” recalls Fellows. “And the idea of
the tractor seat came to mind—an ergonomic
design meant to be comfortable, even if it’s
backless.”
The seats of tractors are typically rendered in pressed metal, but for this project
the designers imagined carving one from a

OBJECT LESSON

How a certain
DWR favorite
became
a designer
go-to for the
kitchen

THIS SEASON, MANUFACTURERS ARE
debuting entirely new functions, like integrated air fryers and countertop steam ovens
paired with meal-kit deliver y ser vices.
Meanwhile, new gadgets, like embedded
cameras for snapping selfies and monitoring meals, are making smart appliances even
smarter. Find the innovation that’s the right
fit for your next kitchen install or update.

GE Kitchen Hub
GE’s new hub serves as a command center
for the home and a tool for social media.
Equipped with cameras to accommodate Instagrammers who want to snap overhead stills
of their culinary masterpieces, the hub’s selfie camera, built-in mic, and video screen
come in handy for video-chatting when

MIRAGEC/GETTY IMAGES
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BY SHEILA KIM

NEXT GEN

Upgrades and inventions—
aiming to please both techsavvy and old-school consumers—
come to the kitchen

Thermador has revamped the Pro Grand
Range, featuring customized cook zones,
signature Pedestal Star Burners that offer
enhanced flame distribution and reduced
cold spots, and the choice of a built-in grill,

Bosch Home Appliances
French-Door
Bottom Mount

Of the new refrigerators offering special
freshness technology, the Bosch Home
Appliances French-Door Bottom Mount is a
standout. It incorporates a four-point FarmFresh System that keeps food fresher for
up to three times longer than conventional
fridges. An impressive feature of the technology is VitaFreshPro: It is equipped with
high-quality gaskets and premium insulation for a securely sealed drawer that offers
presets for meat and fish, fruit, vegetables,
beverages, snacks, plus custom settings
programmed by the user via an app. It also
includes FreshProtect, a filter that absorbs
the naturally emitted ethylene gas from
fruits and vegetables and slows down the ripening process.

Signature Kitchen Suite’s
Dual-Fuel Pro Range
The lone range on the market with built-in
sous vide (for the uninitiated, that’s a technique that involves sealing food in an
airtight container, then cooking it in temperature-controlled water) is Signature
Kitchen Suite’s Dual-Fuel Pro Range. In
addition to sous vide, the cook top has
four gas burners, two of which are UltraHigh 23,000 BTU burners while the other
two are Ultra-Low for simmering. There’s
also a 6.3-cubic-foot (the largest capacity) steam-assist convection oven, TFT
LCD display with touch controls, and Wi-Fi
connectivity to monitor and control the
appliance via smartphone.

Clockwise: French-Door Bottom
Mount with VitaFreshPro Drawer
by Bosch Home Appliances; DualFuel Pro Range by Signature Kitchen
Suites; GE Kitchen Hub

Thermador StarDry with
Zeolite
Thermador is leveraging science to address

one of homeowners’ most common complaints: that no matter what the dishwasher
setting, inevitably something will come out
not fully dry. StarDry with Zeolite, a feature
now available with the brand’s Star Sapphire Dishwasher, first runs Thermador’s
already powerful drying cycle. Then it uses
Zeolite—a naturally occurring substance
that, similar to the silica gel packets found
in leather goods, absorbs moisture while
simultaneously generating heat to remove
additional moisture.

GE Profile and Café
Ovens
GE realized it could do more to help clients
interested in healthier eating: Noting that
more than 4 million standalone air fryers
were sold in the U.S. over a recent 12-month
period, it took the apparatus off the countertop and integrated air-frying capability
into its new GE Profile and Café built-in wall
ovens. The feature essentially blows hot
air onto foods that need crisping—think
french fries, homemade chips, and toasted
sunflower seeds—without any added oils,
making for a cleaner-tasting, guilt-free
snack.

LG x Tovala

LG is making a bold move that caters to those
clients who aren’t exactly home chefs—a
partnership with Tovala. LG’s compact countertop steam ovens are linked to the Tovala
weekly meal-kit delivery service: The user
assembles the ingredients, places them in the
oven, and scans the barcode on the packaging to begin auto-cook. LG will be launching
select 2019 smart ovens and ranges with integrated Tovala IQ technology.
IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE COMPANIES
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Thermador Pro
Grand Range

griddle, or grill-and-griddle combination, or
the new Liberty Induction Module (a smaller
integrated version of the brand’s original
induction product). The side-by-side ovens—
one convection, the other combi-steam—can
be turned off via an app; underneath the
steam oven, a warming drawer keeps hot
food at serving temperature, ensuring perfection come mealtime.

NEXT GEN

requesting recipe help from a more skilled
home cook. A patent-pending “air curtain”
helps keep steam and grease offthe display
and cameras.

Meet a master craftswoman
from the industry’s oldest
decorative hardware firm
BY CARLY OLSON
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JOB

Above: Edwards at
work; Frog and Lily
Thermostatic AntiScald Mixing Valve and
Trim; Rateau Basin Set
with Levers. Top: The
pattern room

metal block. “The first thing I did was render it on a computer because most elephants
aren’t kneeling. That gave me how the shoulders, the back, and certain things would
look,” she says. Once the on-screen model
was finished, freehand carving began.
For an A r t Deco, Edgar Brandt–style
spout, which took Edwards about a week to
make, she carved the pattern of wood for
maximum refinement, adding cloudlike
swirls across the base and a crane coasting up
its neck. Each handle is edged with figures of
bathing women; the knobs have Lalique glass
inserts in them, resulting in a design that
echoes mythology and classical paintings.
One day is not like the next, and Edwards
enjoys the variety. Beginning the day troubleshooting a design problem transitions
swiftly into a client meeting or welding custom initials on doorknobs. “There are so
many beautiful things we’ve done here,”
Edwards says. “When I first walked through
the door, I was amazed. And I thought, ‘Yeah,
this is what I want to do.’”

INSIDE

“I

SPENT A LOT OF TIME LOOKING
a t l i ly p a d s,” s ays Ja q u el i n e
Edwards—a master artisan at the
oldest decorative hardware firm
in the U.S., P. E. Guerin. Edwards,
who has a keen eye for botany, is
referring to one of the many custom
fittings she designed, carved, and
finished—in this case, the round leaf, split on
one side, gently grooved like a cockle shell,
and topped with a gumball-sized frog. “You’d
think it’s a simple enough thing to do. But you
don’t want to literally capture something, you
want to capture the essence of something.”

Founded in 1857, P. E. Guerin manufactures hardware for kitchens, baths, windows,
and more. Housed in the same Manhattan
building since 1892, its headquarters includes
a showroom and a metal foundry. Edwards
works on the third floor with several other
artisans from the fittings department. In the
pattern room, reminiscent of Harry Potter’s
choice wand shop, shelves and boxes filled
with model hardware from “small drop-handles” to “oval rosettes” creep up to the ceiling.
P.E. Guerin’s made to order line is cast and
finished in the Greenwich Village foundry.
Edwards has always had a knack for art,
though she originally shied away from the
profession. After accepting a job manufacturing orthopedic braces, she learned
she had a knack for metal work. “There, I
learned the art of bending metal and that
metal is quite fluid, in a Samuel Yellin sort of
way,” she says, citing the master blacksmith
and metal designer. In 1988, she jumped to
P.E. Guerin as a brass worker.
Many of Edwards’s jobs involve collaborating with designers to create unique pieces for
projects. She rarely sketches out a piece first—
after an initial conversation, she either molds
a design in clay, renders it in wood, or even
straight into metal. She then uses her chasing tools to carve and refine the design before
bringing it to be cast in sand in the foundry or,
in rare cases, sent out to be cast in lost wax,
where a wax mold of the pattern is made and
melts away. From there, the piece is touched
by many other artisans, who chase and finish.
For the frog and lily pad, Edwards cast
both separately and then attached the pieces.
For a star tlingly realistic elephant bath
spout, she carved the pattern straight from a

A N AT O M Y O F

BY K ATY OLSON

NEW ACCENTS
Décor Sets, allowing
clients to customize with handcrafted
knobs and accents for
the Heritage Series’
handles, are launching
later this year in a palette of brass, brushed
nickel, and polished
copper.

OVEN SPACE
Measuring 5.7 cubic feet, the usable space
within the oven boasts the largest amount of
space in its class.

LOGO
The logo has changed
over the years but
the general theme—a
circled wheel with
wings, which Bertazzoni says represents
innovation—remains a
constant.

COURTESY OF BERTAZZONI (2)

HANDLES
Today’s models have
the same chrome handles as the original
wood-burning ranges
from the early 1900s.
The current handle
adorns the front of the
range.

TEMPERATURE
The oven’s heat distribution system is centered
around two horizontal convection fans and an
air-channeling system that prevents hot spots and
heat shadows. Client translation? Tell your home
chefs that the brand says they can bake cookies on
all seven levels of the oven at the same time—“with
identical results and even coloring.”

TOOLS
A watch-inspired temperature gauge, multilevel
oven lights and panorama-view windows are all
included so that cooks can monitor progress.
FINISHES
The brand’s first
wood-burning stove,
debuted in 1907, was
black. Enamel paint
was introduced to the
line in the 1930s. Today,
three finishes—commercial-grade polished
stainless steel, ivory
enamel, and matte
black on metal—are
available.

BURNERS
The stove features a new Monobloc 19,000 BTU
brass burner layout. Power surface burners—there
are two among the unit’s six total burners—feature
a dual-ring design that makes for a best-in-class
boil time (that’s an impressive half-gallon of water
in less than six minutes).
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Y O U ’ V E D E F I N I T E LY S E E N O N E . M AY B E
you’ve sourced one. Perhaps you even
own one. Bertazzoni’s iconic stoves have
been spotted in New York–based designer
Antonino Buzzetta’s Hamptons house and in
his actress client Emmy Rossum’s New York
pied-à-terre, in stylist Emily Henderson’s
recent Portland project kitchen, and in the
remodeled family home of Olympic legend
and cookbook author Brian Boitano. Learn
the ins and outs of one of the standard-bearer’s top products, the 36-inch Heritage Series
range, which the storied Italian brand introduces to the U.S. this year.

AN OBJECT

A practical look at Bertazzoni’s
Heritage Series range

TOE KICK
In response to feedback from consumers, a toe-kick option was
developed this year. The brand offers complementary options like an
edge-to-edge stainless-steel front toe-kick accessory, and a continuing
wooden toe-kick offering, to match adjacent cabinetry.

Antonio
Bertazzoni,
who founded
the company
with his father,
Francesco

BY DANINE ALATI

Alexa Hampton

Joshua Greene

Charlotte Barnes

Owner/President,
Mark Hampton LLC

Founder, Josh Greene Design

Principal, Charlotte Barnes Interior
Design & Decoration

Joseph Dirand’s kitchen with herringbone
floors, plaster walls, heavily veined counters, and an eat-in banquette framed by a
huge Haussmanian window

Best kitchen of
all time

John Pawson’s minimal kitchen, which
started the extinction of upper cabinets,
and Downton Abbey’s old-world kitchen

Worst TV show
kitchen

Walter White’s kitchen in Breaking
Bad. My theory: The fugly kitchen turned
him bad!

Best off-theradar material for
cabinets

Color cabinetry other than white or gray

Wire-fronted
glass cabinets

Hidden LED lighting at 2700 degrees
Kelvin

My own flush mounts. Also, Ann Morris
makes the best pendant lights with a pot
rack built in for over the kitchen island.

The Urban Electric Co., hands down

Anything but the go-to white marble. Be
original, people!

Right now, my absolute favorite is Kenya
Black. I’d use it for a backsplash coupled
with a wood block counter.

Lately Calacatta Viola but also
petit granit, always honed

Art

A rolling ladder

Custom upholstery (other
than a banquette), custom
window treatments, and comfy chairs

Lamps

A custom backsplash installation by a
chic ceramicist like Peter Lane, Ben
Medansky, or Carlos Otero

A La Cornue
stove

Favorite kitchen
lighting

Favorite slab

Favorite nonkitchen product to
appear in a kitchen
Biggest kitchen
splurge

Go-to tile

Go-to paint color

Stone cabinet fronts and
solid wood interiors perfectly
fitted out with felt dividers

The Brady Bunch
kitchen was pretty grim.
Much as I loved Alice,
I hated her hub, with
its pass-through
and sad cabinets.

Pewter countertops from François &
Co., an Ann-Morris pot rack/pendant
light combo, and a La Cornue stove

Thin glazed brick tiles by
Waterworks

Mosaic House tiles are
to die for.

Benjamin Moore’s Decorator’s
White, if I can’t convince them to do a
color or wood cabinetry.

I currently have a black kitchen, and
I love it. It is my own black from my
Colorhouse paint collection.

The kitchen in Something’s Gotta Give

Guy Fieri’s

The Brady Bunch

A groovy formica

Milk glass and metal

Waterworks

Benjamin Moore’s
Nimbus
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Neal Beckstedt
Principal, Neal Beckstedt Studio

P OP QUIZ

We grilled four designers on all things related
to the hub of the home.

Hector Finch

Honed Bianco Paonazzetto.
What’s old is new again!

Mosaic House

Benjamin Moore’s White Dove
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Authenticity.

AND ALLURE .
Amy Kehoe x The Heritage Collection
“ O F T E N , W H AT G I V E S A N O B J E C T
AU T H E N T I C I T Y I S T H E O N E W H O I S B E H I N D
T H E O B J E C T— I T S M A K E R —A N D I T S F I N I S H ,
I T S TO U C H . A N AU T H E N T I C P I E C E I S N ’ T “ O F
T H E M O M E N T ” O R TO O C O N T R I V E D. I T ’ S
S I M P LY S O M E T H I N G YO U N E V E R T I R E O F. ”

- AMY KEHOE
Interior Designer/Co-Founder Nickey Kehoe

Explore the inspiration for Amy Kehoe’s own kitchen remodel at dacor.com.

